SUAB
Meeting Minutes
March 5, 2009

In attendance:
Nicole Kyanagi (SOS/Amby)
Emily Brown (SEC/Grad School)
Kyle Hill (ASUN)
Stephanie Aspiazu (CSU)
Carol Millie - chair
Leah Butterworth- EUDL Grant Coordinator (Enforcing Underage Drinking Laws)

Agenda was set by those present.

1. **Update on the re-naming of the Fishhook.** Last semester SUAB put forth “The Lookout”. It was sent onwards and upwards and approved.

2. **Update on Single Room Usage.** Last semester SUAB had expressed an interest in the ability for students to use meeting rooms for studying when rooms were not in use for anything else. Stephanie gave an update on how it’s working. Basically a student, or group of students, approaches the desk and asks if there are any rooms available to use to study. The info desk looks at the schedule and if there is availability, the CSU staff makes a copy of the student’s ID and has them fill out a form. They are allotted two hours of time in the room. It’s a first come first served basis.
   a. Kyle asked how it was working and what the average use was. Stephanie replied that so far it works great and she sees most people come over when the Knowledge Center closes. She also said the people using it were of varying years in school, undergrads and grads, etc.

3. **Retail.** Nicole requested some talking points about the new retail coming. Jeannette obliged with an email follow up on Saturday morning.
4. **EUDL Grant.** Leah Butterworth was here to discuss her work with the grant. There are a lot of components to the grant. One small part is a budget for late night programming. Discussion centered around this. Leah fielded questions.
   a. What qualifies as late night?
      i. The program has to go past 10pm
   b. Does this mean ASUN can request more funding for Homecoming and Mackay Week?
      i. No. The grant is for the introduction of new initiatives and programs. It cannot supplement something that is already going on.
   c. Does it have to be continuing?
      i. No. Right now there are no set limitations in that way. This semester people may love Salsa, next semester people may love something else.
   d. Who all gets to participate in the planning of programs?
      i. There is money set aside for many different groups and students to be able to participate. Some of that include Greek Life and Athletics. Some has been allocated to the Student Union because we can hold them accountable and collect concrete data for the three years the grant lasts. Collaboration is key and all feedback and suggestion are welcome.
   e. Anything during the summer?
      i. Right now no because of uncertainty about population of underage students, but a definite possibility
   f. List of ideas thrown out there:
      i. Contact Reslife
      ii. Create a series of life skills courses like cooking classes
      iii. Create an upscale “ultra lounge” experience where students can hang out
      iv. Invite different community/local food people to host different nights
v. Look at the CU Boulder model of having a concert every Friday afternoon
vi. Tournaments/games
vii. Karaoke
viii. Nicole suggested using funds to help students promote events.

5. **Next Meeting**
   a. Thursday, April 2, 4pm